
 
 

Vision Statement: “We are leaders in waste diversification and innovation!” 

 

Westlock Regional Waste Management Commission located in Westlock County is looking for 

an energetic hard-working individual who wants to become a member of or proactive team as 

Assistant Manager.   Westlock Regional Waste Operates the Regional Landfill and Recycle 

center and a partnership with Altroot with an on site full compost facility.  We have a board of 

directors that are forward thinkers and support waste diversion not just for our region but for 

surrounding regions.  We are a Class II MSW waste facility operating under a Alberta 

Environment Registration.   

Westlock Regional Waste Management Commission is a forward-thinking Commission whose 

Vision Statement is: “We are leaders in waste diversification and innovation!”, taking pride in 

what they have developed and accomplished for such a small service area, about 10,000 

population, located in a agricultural area just 45 minutes north of Edmonton Alberta.  In the past 

5 years they have expanded their recycle program by over 400 %, added a plastic grinding 

facility, added a Hydrovac Dumping Station and created the partnership for composting.   

Successful individual will report directly to the Waste Commission Manager and will assist in the 

overall day to day operations of waste commission managed facilities.  You should have at least 5 

years landfill/recycle operations experience, with equipment operations a plus, and 3 years 

supervision experience, must have good reporting and documentation abilities, with the ability to 

“think outside of the box”, fluent computer knowledge and reporting abilities.  Preferences for 

individuals with LOB and/or MOLO certifications.  

Applications will be received until the position is filled.  You will be contacted if you are successful 

candidate for interviews. 

Send all questions via email at manager@wrwmc.com, or via phone at: 780-805-2015.   

Requests for Job description and Send Resume to Tom Moore at manager@wrwmc.com, subject 

Operations Supervisor 
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